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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 11 – Word of the day: adapt (pages 4-5)
Instructions: review and complete pages 4-5. If instructions say to work with a partner
you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may complete the
exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” adapt
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

adapt – adaptarse/amoldarse
It can be challenging to adapt to life in a different city.
Puede ser un desafío adaptarse a la vida en una ciudad distinta.
The author is going to adapt his stories for television.
El autor va a adaptar sus historias para la televisión.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

The puppy _____ quickly to its new _____.
You can easily _____ a recipe to use _____ instead of _____.
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LESSON 11
:, Say

TaEk ahoa*t

ir

a

' daPt

Write it:

&t Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

il

lf your parents move, you must adapt to a new

g

During the lce Ages,

adapted to changes in the

envtronment.
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LESSON 11

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of adapt and appropriate
content.

All of the players on the team

Your

Turn

easily to the new coach's

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of adapt and appropriate content.

When Lana needed a costume for

, she

took a white sheet and quickly

ittobea

an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use adapt with a word partner. In
Academic your second sentence, use adapt with the modal verb musf.
Be

Author

o

Modalverbs are helping

vefts that give additional
meaning to the main verb.

[|usf expresses necessity.

@

Animals must adapt to'
survive.
I must study

for my test

tomorrow.

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of adapt and original content.
Academic
Humans live in the world's driest deserts as well as in its wettest
Paragraph

o

They live in deep valleys and near the tops of

.

Some hardy

even live in Antarctica. Humans are able to live under many

different conditions because they can

to their surroundings.
@

ln places where it

is

very cold, humans can

.

o

hot, they can go for a swim. Humans also build

When it gets too

to protect
@

themselves from heat, cold, and rain. Humans

environment in order to

o

to and change their

o
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 12 – Word of the day: adjust (pages 6-7)
Instructions: review and complete pages 6-7. If instructions say to work with a partner
you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may complete the
exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” adjust
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

adjust – ajustar/adaptarse/enderezar
El autor va a adaptar sus historias para la televisión.
Zelda ajustó el color en el monitor del ordenador.
When she and her family moved to Australia, Janine found it
difficult to adjust.
Cuando ella y su familia se mudaron a Australia, fue difícil para Janine
adaptarse.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

When I moved to the city, I had to _____ to _____.
You should _____ your _____ if it is not accurate
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LESSON 12

b

Soy

TaEk ahoast

it: ad . just

fit

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

$ I am slowly adjusting to
a We adjusted our expectations after the team

its first

three games.

I

You can adjust the settings

0

When lwalkwith mv

ofyour
I

adjust my speed accordingly.
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LESSON 12

€ollaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentences using the correct form of adjust

and appropriate

content.

Your

Turn

Be

an

Academic
Author

0

When Carlos broke his

g

lt was too

, he had

in the room, so

to

to

the

I

Work independently to complete the sentences using the correct form of adjust and appropriate content.

O

lam finally

O

The bride

to the idea that
her

before she walked down the aisle.

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence; use adjust in the present progressive
tense and include a word partner. In your second sentence, use adjust in the slmple post tense.

*t^:
The present progressive

tense is formedwith am/is/

*B*u

are

+ averb ending in-ing.

adjusting to my new
neighborhood.
I dm

She is running down the

street.

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of adjust and original content.
Academic
Not everything in life turns out how you want. lt's important to be
Paragraph
able to

your expectations to avoid feeling frustrated every

o

time something goes

. lf

you go on vacation and expect the

to be always sunny, your family to be in a good mood all the
time, and all of your activities to go exactly as you
expectations are

.

them, your

Some things are going to go wrong. lt might

rain. Your sister might complain about everything. lf you

situation with realistic expectations, you will be able to

the

o

to

whatever situation comes your way.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 13 – Word of the day: alter (pages 10-11)
Instructions: review and complete pages 10-11. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” alter
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

alter – cambiar/modificar/ajustar
The schedule for the day altered as a result of the sudden storm.
El programa del día cambió debido a la tormenta repentina.
Jane altered the hem of her skirt so it would not drag on the ground.
Jane ajustó el dobladillo de la falda para que no le arrastrara por el
suelo.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

If you often feel tired, it may be time to _____ your _____.
I _____ my _____ frequently so that I do not get bored.
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LESSON 13
fu, Say if;

?aEt<

mhmut

$t

al . ter

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

to

€l

Lucia

€

tf it would be easier for you, I could alter my plans for

got into trouble when she altered her
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LESSON 13

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of alter and appropriate
content.
In many science fiction movies, people

back in time and do things that

the course of
Your

Turn

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of alter and appropriate content.

that will completely

Someday, scientists may invent a

the way we
Be

an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use alter with the modal verb could
In your second sentence, use alter in the slmple pasttense.

Academic and include a word partner.
Author

o

Modalverbs are helping
verbs

g

that give additional

meaning to the main verb.
Could expresses possi

bility.

Bad weather could alter

our plans.
This could end badly.

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of alter and original content.
Academic
Online shopping has truly
the consumer experience.
Paragraph

o

Today you can

virtually anything on the Internet with

just one click. Online shopping has

both consumers

and businesses. For example, small stores that sell special interest items like crafts or
are able

to reach more people online than with a physical store.

In addition, individuals with full-time jobs can

goods that they

make in their spare time for extra income. You can even sell some of your old possessions
on Web sites like

o

to earn extra money!Online shopping has
people's spending habits by giving them greater access to

products and services.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 14 – Word of the day: modify (pages 108-109)
Instructions: review and complete pages 108-109. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” modify
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

modify – modificar/cambiar/alterar
The scientist had to modify his experiment.
El científico tuvo que modificar su experimento.
The English teacher tried to teach the students how to modify
verbs.
El profesor de inglés intentaba enseñar a sus estudiantes cómo
modificar los verbos.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

I _____ the cake recipe by replacing sugar with _____.
You can _____ your jacket or backpack by adding _____ to reflect your
personality.
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LESSON 14

fu Sayia mod.i.fy

T*&k ab*a"x€

it

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas'

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

-1ffi

I

Oog trainers can modify a dog's behavior by rewarding good behavior with

€

Teachers sometimes modify their lesson plan to
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LESSON 14

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of modify and appropriate
content.
my after-school routine by spending less time
Your

Turn

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of modify and appropriate
content.
I like

the new version of the game because they added new

and

the rules to make it
Be

an

Acbdemic
Author

to win.

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use modify with
In your second sentence, use modify with the adverb of frequency sometimes.

a

word partner.

.t)
Adverbs of frequency tell
how often something
happens. They usually go

o

before the main verb.
He sometimes modifies

his routine by driving

instead of walking.

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of modify and original content.
Academic
Paragraph Your parents, your teachers, and even the U.S.
healthier food. Since kids tend to choose

want you to eat

food even when they

o

have healthy choices, the government funded research on how

to

kids'eating habits.The researchers found that kids change what they eat when school cafeterias
the way they display food. Putting the salad bar by the register and
@

placing

milk behind regular milk were two ideas. Students also

o

their habits when the cafeteria displayed fruit in colorful bowls and
accepted only cash for dessert items like

.

such as these will help students permanently

Perhaps small changes

their eating habits.
@
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 15 – Word of the day: transition (pages 192-193)
Instructions: review and complete pages 192-193. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” transition
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

Transition – transición/convertirse en
It can be difficult for teenagers to transition to adulthood.
A los adolescentes les puede resultar difícil convertirse en adultos.
We want to have a smooth transition when the new owners take
control of the company.
Queremos tener una transición sin problemas cuando los nuevos
propietarios tomen el control de la empresa.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

In northern states, the _____ from summer to winter means _____.
If you are making a _____ from a big house to a _____, you will probably
need to get rid of some things.
May 2020

LESSON 15

k, Sayi* tran 'si 'tion

Talk ahoa*t

Et

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

{D Going through the transition from

to

can be challenging.

€)

Using words like af first, generally, and

in your writing

can help you make smooth transitions from one point to another.

r,92
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LESSON 15

Collaborate Workwith your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of transition and appropriate
content.
I see

the teen years as a period of

between

and
Your

Turn

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of transition and appropriate
content.
For some countries, the

difficult

from

to
Be

an

Academic
Author

can result in a war.

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use transition in the singular form.
In your second sentence, use transition in the pluralform. Use a word partner in one of your sentences.
(D
An adjective usually
comes before the noun

o

it

describes.
a difficult transition
healthy meals

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of transition and original content.
Academic
paragraph Do you forget your dreams as soon as you wake up? lt's easy to forget dreams during

that hazy period of

between sleep and wakefulness.

o

However, if you keep a

next to your bed, you can record

a

everything that you remember as soon

as

you

o

can try to analyze your dreams. When you

.Then you
a dream, you

try

@

to figure out what the dream means. Dreams can reflect what a person is going through
in real life.lf you are going through a difficult

0

in life, you

might dream of going over a bridge or waiting at a train station. Dreaming that you are
may mean that you are under a lot of

being chased by
@

o

in real life.
May 2020
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 16 – Word of the day: pattern (pages 128-129)
Instructions: review and complete pages 128-129. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” pattern
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

pattern – patrón, estampado
This design has a pattern based on fashion from Paris.
Este diseño tiene un patrón basado en la moda de Paris.
Do you like the pattern on my shirt?
¿Te gusta el estampado de mi camisa?

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

I enjoy my usual Sunday ______ of sleeping late followed by ______.
Computer search engines can track your online search _____ and target
ads that match your _____.
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LESSON 16

fu Soyif pat . tern

Ta$k

Write it:

ahout Xt Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

o

Many bathing suits have colorful patterns, such as

€

The artist used a pattern of

and

in her painting.

O Academic essays usually

follow a pattern; they begin with an
and end with a conclusion.

t?

Most

fol low similar patterns.
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LESSON 16

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of pattern and appropriate
content.

usually have predictable

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence

of behavior.

using the correct form of pattern and appropriate

content.

every school day; first

My morning routine usually follows the same
and then

I

an

Work independently to write two sentences using Meaning 2. ln your first sentence, use pattern in the
Academic singular form and include a word partner. In your second sentence, use pattern inthe pluralform.
Be

Author

o
Count nouns name things
that can be counted. Count
nouns have two forms,
singular and plural. To

o

make most count nouns
plural, add -s.

Patterns of behavior can

Write

an Complete the paragraph

using the correct form of pattern and original

be hard to change.
He likes bo.ard games.

Academic content.
Paragraph

pattern of

Every child is unique, but most babies follow a

and physical

development. New parents need to understand the

groMh

of babies. During their first two years of life, babies grow

0

skills improve.Theyfirst learn to sit up,

rapidly. As they grow, their

then crawl, and then stand up; then, sometime between
.

'l

1

and 18 months, most children will start

At the same time that they are growing physically, children

emotionally. From their parents, they are learning how to

are also
@

trust and to howto show

developing

o
o

.

Although they are still tiny, children are

of behavior that they will carry with them for the rest

of their lives.
May 2020
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 17 – word of the day: phase (pages 136-137)
Instructions: review and complete pages 136-137. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” phase
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

phase – fase, etapa, periodo
This phase of the project is important.
Este periodo del proyecto es importante.
What phase is the moon in?
¿En qué fase está la luna?

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

The puppy _____ quickly to its new _____.
You can easily _____ a recipe to use _____ instead of _____.

May 2020

LESSON 17

$ Sayi* phase

Tal$<

aheut

!t

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

1

36

{)

The final phase of a writing assignment includes

t)

Middle school and high school are important phases in your

May 2020

LESSON 17

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of phase and appropriate
content.

Most people enter a new

of life when they

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence

using the correct form of phase and appropriate

content.

Building

does not happen overnight; it involves several

a

independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use phase in the singular form
and include a word partner. In your second sentence, use phase inthe pluralform and include the
Academic an
qua ntifier several.
Author qu
Be an

Worrk

tt

Quantifiers are words that
us how much or how
many of something there
is. They usually come before
the noun they are are

tell

o

desaibing.
A frog's life has several
phases.

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of phase and original content.
Academic
paragraph Buying something in a store may seem simple, but it is really

There are numerous
mistakes in your paper.

in a long process. The first phase of the buying

only one
process is recognizing that you need or
The second

something.
is

finding out how or where you can

meet this need. lf you want new shoes, will you buy them online, at a large discount
at the mall? Will you buy them now or

store, or at a
? Even

0
Another phase ofthe buying

after you buy your shoes, the process isn't over.
occurs after you make your

purchase. Are you happy with what you bought? Stores and companies are interested
in all

o
o

of the buying process. They want happy, satisfied

May 2020
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 18 – word of the day: process (pages 150-151)
Instructions: review and complete pages 150-151. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” process
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

process – proceso, procedimiento
The chair-manufacturing process is quite complex.
El proceso de fabricación de una silla es bastante complejo.
There is a specific process for applying for a passport.
Hay un procedimiento específico para solicitudes de pasaporte.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

My science teacher asked me to describe the ____ of ______.
Making a _____ is a complicated ______ but I am sure you can do it!

May 2020

LESSON 18

fu Soy if: proc . €ss

?agk aboqxll

Bt

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

o
g

Part of the college application process is to
It can be helpful to use words such as frst and

when you are

describing a complex process.

.:
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LESSON 18

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of process and appropriate
content.
In science, we learn about many

Your

Turn

an

Academic
Author

and

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of process and appropriate
content.

Learning
Be

, such as

can be a slow

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use process in the singularform and
include a word partner. In your second sentence, use process in the pluralform with the quantifie r many.

o
Quantifi ers describe how
much or how many of a
noun there is.

I

Many processes

in science

are quite complex.

Write

an Complete the paragraph

This store sells various
brands of clothes.

using the correct form of process and original

Academic content.
Paragraph
Have you ever watched little children working on an art project? Using
,

they watch how the colors combine. The final

is not usually great art, but the activity is still important.

This is true for many situations in life; the

is more

important than the product. When students work on a group project or play on the
team, the process of working together can be more valuable
@

than getting an A or

with

a

. Even

the painful process of breaking up

can be useful; it can show you what to do differently the

next time. Most people look at a finished product to judge
when you recognize that the

o

. But

o
is

important, you won't worry as

much about the end result!
May 2020
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 19 – word of the day: sequence (pages 168-169)
Instructions: review and complete pages 168-169. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” sequence
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

sequence – secuencia, orden, serie
The dance instructor showed his class a sequence of steps.
El profesor de baile le enseño a la clase la serie de pasos.
Jane had trouble remembering the sequence of events because the
accident happened so quickly.
Jane tuvo problemas para recordar la secuencia de eventos porque el
accidente ocurrió muy rápido.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

I always do my exercises in the same _____; first push-ups, then _____.
I created a _____ to help me understand the ____ of events in the story.

May 2020

LESSON 19
ful Sayi* se'quence

Talk ahoa,lt

lt

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

$

|

got confused when I read the

books out of

sequence.

O

Tests often ask students

to put

in the correct

sequence.

::

.t:

,

.:
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LESSON 19

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of sequence and appropriate
content.
In math class, we had to find the next

in severaldifferent

of numbers.

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence

using the correct form of sequence and appropriate

content.
The movies

both had a similar

and

of events.

an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use sequence in the singular form
Academic with the word partner sequence of events.In your second sentence, use sequence in the plurolform
Author with the quantifier several.
Be

o

Quantifiers are words that

tell

us how much or how many

of something there is. They
usually come before the noun

o

they are describing.

learned several
of steps for the
dance competition.
I

sequences

Write

an Complete the paragraph

using the correct form of sequence and original

This restaurant has
a

Academic content.

variety of options.

Paragraph
When you read about

of events in history, it can be hard to

a

remember all of the dates. One way to learn these
a timeline. A

timeline puts all of the
.

is

o

to make

on one page.To make a

first draw a horizontal line across the middle of a sheet of

@

paper. Then write the date of the first

at the bottom

ofthe

far left end of the line. Write the event above the date on the other side of the line. Do the
same for the other events, leaving an appropriate amount

of

between events and dates. Now you have a visual representation of the correct
of a series of historical

o
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 9-12
Lesson 20 – word of the day: series (pages 170-171)
Instructions: review and complete pages 170-171. If instructions say to work with a
partner you may practice with someone that is home with you, otherwise you may
complete the exercise independently.
Language Objective: Today I will practice reading the “word of the day” series
appropriately in a variety of contexts and complete response frames, reading my
responses aloud after writing my answers.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

determine the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words and
phrases using context clues.
demonstrate an understanding of word meanings and nuances in word
meanings.

If you need help completing the lesson, review the following examples first…
Si necesitas ayuda para completar la lección, repasa primero los siguientes ejemplos…
Emerging:

series – serie
After a series of failures, he finally succeeded.
Tras una serie de fracasos, acabó por tener éxito.
Fiona is watching her favorite TV series.
Fiona está viendo su serie de televisión favorita.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

One _____ of books that I would recommend is _____.
Last night, a ______ of loud _____ woke people up all around the city.
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LESSON 20
: Say if; se ' ries

Talk absut

Xt

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

tt
g

:.: .:

.

'.,.17€

I like

watching several different series on TV including

In February, the library will have a series of events to celebrate
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LESSON 20

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using series and appropriate content.
My favorite

of comic books is

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence
Each morning,

lfollow

of steps to get ready for school; first

a
,

using series and appropriate content.

then

and then

I

I

Be an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use series with
Academic your second sentence, use series with the quantifier several.

Author

o

I

a

word partner. In

Quantifiers are words that
us how murh or how
many of something there is.

tell

I

They usually come before

the

noun theyare describing.

We tookseveralsedes

of

tests.
I

have a numberof coins in

Write an Complete the paragraph using series and original content.
my pocket.
Academic
Paragraph Many of the books that are most popular with young adult readers are part of a

tta

.

Who hasn't heard of that

of books about the adventures of a certain wizard and his friends? Other popular book
series are The Lord of the Rlngs books and the

series. Another

set of serial novels is appropriately titled A

of Unfortunate
@

Events.In a book series, if you like the first book, you will probably like the rest. In the first

book, readers are introduced to the

and the setting. Once

readers are hooked, they can read the rest of the books to learn more about the characters'
and follow their development. A series allows writers to explore

o

in greater depth over a longer period of time and in many

different situations.
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